Between the Sahasrara and Lotus Feet of Bharat Maa lies the dark, dirty, smelly bellybutton of bharat pita's underbelly. (May 2, 2021)
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I have decided to do a major research on the above, that will in a series cover a range of religious, spiritual, social issues that bharat pita (father India) have used for centuries to suppress Bharat Maa’s HALF THE SKY.

The pita link is just a precursor of what I have discovered through the recent chain of Modi-Khumb Mela-Covid-19 events that today reinforces those discoveries over the last 25 years regarding the subordinate Lord (Father).

A few days ago, I discovered the Devi giving Her permission and power to this Lord (Father) of Hinduism:

“The Lord is ever sent forth by my power, having been conceived in me, O King.” Devi Gita 2.50

But it is starkly different for the Lord (Father) of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam:

“The Mother herself encouraged the God of Israel to think that he was acting autonomously in creating the world; but, as one teacher adds, It was because he was foolish and ignorant of his Mother that he said, 'I am God; there is none beside me.' (30) Others attribute to him the more sinister motive of jealousy, among them the Secret Book of John: He said, 'I am a jealous God, and you shall have no other God before me,' already indicating that another god does exist. For if there were no other god, of whom would he be jealous?"

The religions of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam have been pathologically patriarchal for the last 5,000 years, and the Age that has Come is going to meet them head-on till THE MOTHER triumphs. Extraordinarily strong, steadfast, spiritual women are required by HER to accomplish that End.

Since time immemorial THE MOTHER, upon HER entry into the Cosmic Battlefield, has never lost a single battle. It is going to be no different today. Above all, HALF THE SKY stands behind the line in the sand drawn by the Savior. It cannot be more historically based and eschatologically assuring.

Amen

jagbir